
Mercury Marine in EMEA unveils a whole new QUICKSILVER line of 
inflatable boats and RIB's in Genova boat show. 

Mercury Marine keeps on investing into continued growth and strengthens its leadership 
within the inflatable boat and RIB market by bringing into market a brand new, very 
competitive and highly innovative range of inflatable boats and RIB's. The new 
QUICKSILVER range will be first shown to the public in Genova boat show and retail sales 
will begin in well-equipped marine retail stores in early 2018. 

The new QUICKSILVER range offers unprecedented combination of value, quality, 
features, and innovation in four series of products: 

QUICKSILVER TENDY 

Tendy series offers three lightweight tender models, 2,00 m with slatted floor, 2,40 m 
with slatted floor and 2,40 m with Air Floor, for quick and easy set up and fold away. The 
Tendy series of boats are priced at very competitive prices. White tubes are designed with 
a triangular bow shape and protected with a large black rubbing strake. The Tendy 2.40 
Air Floor is equipped with an inflatable keel. 

QUICKSILVER AIR-DECK 

Air-Deck series offers three models between 2,50 m and 3,20 m with high pressure Air 
Floors for easiest and quickest possible set up and fold away, versatility and good 
performance at very attainable price points. White tubes are designed with a round bow 
shape and protected by a large blue anti-splash rubbing strake. 

New Inflatable Boat Range  



 
 
 
 
QUICKSILVER SPORT 
 
Sport series models with full aluminum floor boards opens up a new chapter in rigidity 
of inflatable boats with removable floor boards. Range of six boats between 2,50 m and 
4,70 m provide a unique combination of good value, durability, floor rigidity and retained 
possibility to pack, store and transport the boat in a relatively small space. With a “semi-
professional look” this line-up is made with dark grey tubes, designed with a triangular 
bow shape, and protected by a large black rubbing strake. The three bigger models are 
made with a thicker PVC (1.2 mm) and the top of the tube is covered with anti-skid 
patches. 
 
 
QUICKSILVER ALUMINUM RIB 
 
Aluminum RIB series models extend the new Quicksilver range into a whole new 
aluminum hulled category of RIB's that combine the best of both worlds - the stability, 
safety and ease of use of a RIB and the durability and carefree nature of an aluminum 
boat, and, now in a surprisingly affordable price point that is completely unseen within 
boats providing this level of capability and features. This exciting range of products 
consists of six models between 2,70 m and 4,20 m divided in two segments: The 270 and 
290 Ultra-light models are made in a light-grey color and will be mainly used as a tender 
for larger boat. The bigger models are using a dark grey tube and an aluminum 3D floor. 
The biggest models have a 4mm aluminum hull thickness, and a large bow-locker to 
store the mooring kit and the 24L fuel tank. 
 
Our new QUICKSILVER range is designed for demanding users but priced at very 
attractive price points. Boats are featuring many smart features that are based on the 
long experience of Mercury Marine - for example pressure indication around the inflating 
valves, hull water drain with gate valve, adjustable sliding bench (until 3.65 m), external 
& internal engine plates to protect the transom, PVC cap on the transom and much more. 
 
This new QUICKSILVER range, consisting of 18 different models, will complete Mercury 
Marine's wide, industry leading inflatable and RIB product portfolio consisting of VALIANT 
RIB's with a comprehensive leisure boat offering of 15 models between 3.20 and 7.50 
meters under CLASSIC and SPORT ranges, a VALIANT RAPTOR range of boats for 
professional use, MERCURY inflatable boats, including OCEAN RUNNER and DYNAMIC 
RIB's, and, exclusive BLACK FIN luxury RIB's with a range extending up to 10 meters in 
size. Total product offering includes over 75 boat models that are sold across Europe by 
Mercury Marine's extensive dealer network. 



 
About Mercury Marine  
Headquartered in Fond du Lac, Wis., Mercury Marine is the world’s leading manufacturer of 
recreational marine propulsion engines. A $2 billion division of Brunswick Corporation (NYSE: 
BC), Mercury provides engines, boats, services and parts for recreational, commercial and 
government marine applications, empowering boaters with products that are easy to use, 
extremely reliable and backed by the most dedicated customer support in the world. Mercury’s 
industry-leading brand portfolio includes Mercury and Mariner outboard engines; Mercury 
MerCruiser sterndrive and inboard packages; MotorGuide trolling motors; Mercury propellers; 
Mercury inflatable boats; Mercury SmartCraft electronics; Attwood marine parts; Land ‘N Sea 
marine parts distribution; and Mercury and Quicksilver parts and oils. More information is 
available at mercurymarine.com 


